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Welcome to the Process
Cooling Buyer’s Guide eBook.

By Erik Klingerman
Group Publisher,
Process Cooling

As the go-to source of
information for the industrial
cooling industry, we at
Process Cooling continually
strive to make it easy for you
to connect to suppliers and
services that can help your
business improve and grow.

You can also search the same categories online at
www.process-cooling.com/buyersguide.
This comprehensive resource is here to serve you
24/7. This resource will save you and your company
time and keep current with the latest technologies.
We actively work with your industry’s top suppliers to
keep their information current — this makes it easier
for you to research and connect with them.

We created this new eBook version for the Process
Cooling industry to mesh with today’s digital, on-thego reality. But while the format may have changed
to keep up with the times, the reliable, up-to-date
information it provides is the most relevant in the
industrial cooling industry.
We have organized this guide — and our always
updated online Buyer’s Guide — into these key sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thank you for the hard work that you do. It’s our
hope that the following information we’ve compiled
for you makes your jobs that much easier.
Also, thank you to all our partners who help us be
“the source” connecting suppliers to end users with
the latest technologies that will help your cooling
process be more efficient and productive.

Air Cooling/Air Movement Equipment
Chillers & Temperature Control Systems
Cooling Towers & Evaporative Cooling
Cryogenics and Industrial Gases
Fluid Movement and Control
Heat Exchangers
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“Thanks for all your help during our certification
process. It was a pleasure doing business with
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AIR COOLING/AIR MOVEMENT EQUIPMENT
®

TECA offers safety-certified UL/CSA, CE marked products.

Discover the TECA Difference.

ThermoElectric
Cooling America
Corporation est.1984

(773) 342-4900 • Chicago, IL

MADE IN USA

www.thermoelectric.com
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Air cooling technologies — and, more generally,
intentional air flow — are used in process cooling
applications to lower the temperature of products,
processes and equipment via a cooling media of air or
airflow. At its most basic function, during air cooling, an
airstream, sometimes at a lower temperature than the
media or material to be cooled, is used to displace heat
from a higher temperature media or material, to reduce
the temperature of the process.
In practice, air cooing equipment can induce,
introduce or convey an airflow or induce a draft to
evacuate heat from an enclosed space. Air cooling can
be used in applications where an enclosed space needs
to be maintained within a controlled temperature range.
Air cooling also is used as a means of heat rejection in
equipment such as air-cooled chillers and condensers.
In addition to being used for direct or indirect air
cooling, air movement equipment is used within other
process cooling equipment such as cooling towers
and evaporative condensers to induce an airflow that
increases the rate of heat transfer.
Equipment used for air cooling is myriad. Examples
include:
•
•
•
•

Air-cooled condensers and dry coolers.
Direct and indirect air-cooled heat exchangers.
Industrial fans and blowers.
Thermoelectric cabinet coolers.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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AIR COOLING/AIR MOVEMENT EQUIPMENT

Finding a Perfect Fit
isn't Always Easy.
Closed-Loop Enclosure Cooling Offers Many Advantages
To function properly, the heat-sensitive equipment
contained within electrical enclosures needs to be
protected from high temperatures, humidity, and airborne
contaminants. Using a unique closed-loop airflow design,
Kooltronic enclosure air conditioners cool, dehumidify,
and recirculate clean air within enclosures (and through
heat-producing elements), providing numerous benefits:
• Extended lifespan for expensive components.
• Improved system operating efficiency.
• Reduced power consumption.
• Less risk of downtime.
Kooltronic offers an extensive selection of ULlisted, NEMA-rated thermal management products for
process cooling applications, including air conditioners,
centrifugal blowers and packaged blowers, highperformance fans, and heat exchangers – all available in
various sizes, capacities, and mounting configurations. If
our standard products do not meet your requirements,
then our experienced Engineering and Sales staff will
gladly work with you to design and develop a customtailored cooling solution.
Contact an enclosure cooling expert at 609-466-3400
or visit www.kooltronic.com.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Our Enclosure Cooling Experts Can Help.
For over 60 years, the experts at Kooltronic have
helped customers to size and select the right
thermal management solutions for heat-sensitive
components in process cooling applications.
We offer an expansive selection of NEMA-rated,
UL-listed products with helpful guidance and
responsive support to help you breathe easier.
Air Conditioners

Blowers & Fans

Heat Exchangers

Custom Solutions

kooltronic.com

(609) 466-3400

sales@kooltronic.com
u RETURN TO CONTENTS

AIR COOLING/AIR MOVEMENT EQUIPMENT
®

Choose Peltier technology for low maintenance.

Choose

TECA offers safety-certified UL/CSA, CE marked pro

Discover the TECA Difference.
Control Cabinet Cooling Solutions

ThermoElectric
Cooling America
Corporation est.1984

(773) 342-4900 • Chicago, IL

✓ Reliable

“I am pleased with the performance. All of our TECA
coolers are doing quite well- I haven’t had to think
about them at all since they were installed!”

✓ Quality
“Your coolers continue to be a workhorse for us.

Our main focus is receiving a high quality product,
which your company always delivers. Thanks!”

✓ Service

“Thanks for all your help during our certification
process. It was a pleasure doing business with
such a responsive company.”

®
ThermoElectric
Cooling America
Corporation est.1984

https://www.thermoelectric.com/the-teca-difference/
u N E X T PA G E

www.thermoelectric.

MADE IN USA

Bigger & Better
TECA enclosure
coolers serve
where other
thermoelectric
coolers cannot.
Our thermoelectric
air conditioners
offer more
performance and
better power
efficiency than
any in the marketplace. How? The TECA difference is
in our design, materials, and workmanship practices.
Successfully used in outdoor and harsh environments
such as refineries, mobile military units, and power
distribution, TECA offers robust and reliable solutions
for cooling requirement of up to a half-ton BTU/hr
(or more). The broadest collection of thermoelectric
coolers, including the largest available on the market, is
TECA’s. Our products are ruggedized for outdoor use.
Contact TECA today for sizing advice.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t

for reliable quality.

(773) 342-4900 • Chicago, IL
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TECA offers safety-certified UL/CSA, CE marked products.

Discover the TECA Difference.
MADE IN USA

www.thermoelectric.com
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To view all suppliers within air cooling & air movement
equipment, please click a section below.

Enclosure Cooling

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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As process cooling equipment, industrial chillers and
temperature control systems lower the temperature of
products, processes or equipment via air or fluid cooling.
Chillers are given the single task of extracting heat
(reducing the temperature) from processes or process
equipment while temperature control systems, also
known as heat/cool systems, are used to both remove
and add heat to the process, at prescribed times, to
meet the needs of the application. At its core function,
a chiller removes heat from a load (process or product)
and ultimately transfers it to either the environment as
waste heat (though it may first transfer that heat to a heat
transfer fluid or refrigerant via a closed condenser loop).
Chillers and temperature control units range in size
from compact, portable, wheeled units that can be
positioned immediately adjacent to the process to large,
skid-mounted permanent chiller systems. Some chiller
systems are split, where certain components such as aircooled condenser are remotely located, often outside, to
minimize plant floor-space requirements.
Two common types of chillers air or water cooled.
Both versions contain a compressor, condenser,
Credit: ueg / iStock / Getty Images Plus
evaporator and expansion valve. With an air-cooled unit,
the heat that is extracted from the product or process is rejected to the surrounding air utilizing a fan to blow
over a condenser coil. A water-cooled chiller, by contrast, uses either recirculating water, or water from an external
source such as a cooling tower, to remove the heat by circulating the cool water through the lines of the condenser.
Chillers and temperature control systems are used in virtually all process industries, from food processing to
plastics to chemical processing.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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CHILLERS & TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMS

ONLY CHILLERMEN

can install a square peg into
a round hole WITHOUT any
CAPACITY LOSS.

Chillermen, a Fluid Industrial company, has been
designing and manufacturing custom OEM chillers,
pump and boiler skids for countless applications since
1989.
Chillermen exceeded industry standards when
our engineers designed and manufactured our first
Evaporative Condensing Chiller in 2003. Currently, we
feature 3 different models ranging from 60 to 300+ tons
with customizable features. Benefits include:

EVCC-400
400 Ton Evaporative Condenser








30% improved efficiency over air cooled
40% reduction in footprint compared to air cooled
100% custom design capacity at any ambient
Single-point power and water connection
Heavy duty steel skid construction
Factory tested, charged and pre-programmed

• 40% Smaller Footprint
Compared To Air Cooled
• 30% Energy Savings
Compared To Air Cooled
• 100% Design Capacity At
Any Ambient

Two Northern California locations provides a full
turnkey solution with on-site manufacturing, installation,
start-up and ongoing maintenance nationwide.
Chillermen continually partners with our clients from
around the globe from the conceptual design phase
through final production.
Visit www.Chillermen.com or call 800.963.770 to learn
more about our capabilities and request a quote.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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800.953.7700
CHILLERMEN.COM

340 S. Milpitas Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035

◆

3991 N. Freeway Blvd., Sacramento, CA 95834

A Fluid Industrial Company
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CHILLERS & TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Unistat 915w
fast, precise and powerful
The Queen 915 Reigns Supreme
Huber’s flagship Unistat 9 Series represents state
of the art temperature control unrivaled across
multiple industries. Its stainless steel housing,
powerful compressor, efficient pump technology,
and sophisticated Pilot One Controller are just a few
features of this line.
Unistat technology guarantees precise, reproducible
temperature control results, the shortest possible
heating & cooling times, and large temperature ranges
without the need for fluid change. It impresses as a
result of economic operation with reduced operating
costs and efficient energy management. Because
Unistats are hydraulically sealed, the service life of the
temperature control fluid is dramatically increased
by preventing oil loss through vapors and oxidation,
further saving resources.
Included with all Huber USA’s products is their
astounding three-year warranty, 72-hour on-site service
promise, and their 24/7 service hotline.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Dynamic temperature
control system

7

Working temperatures
from -90°C up to +250°C

7

Small footprint with
high performance rate

7

Precise and
reproducible results

7

Innovative Pilot ONE
touchscreen controller

7

3 Year
Warranty Extension

Huber USA, Inc.
Phone: 1 800-726-4877 | sales@huber-usa.com
www.huber-usa.com | @huber_king_of_temp
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To view all suppliers within chillers & temperature control
systems, please click a section below.

Temperature
Control Systems

Chillers

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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How evaporative cooling works is
familiar to anyone who has sweated in the
summer sun and felt cooler thanks to the
breeze. Whether it is the moisture from
your skin or water flowing over a cooling
tower’s fill, evaporative cooling reduces
the temperature of media or a surface via
the evaporation of a liquid. In industrial
applications, natural or induced airflows
increase the rate of evaporation and, by
effect, cooling.
Evaporative cooling towers are used
to remove heat from myriad sources in
industrial applications. Many cooling
tower designs are open-circuit designs,
which means a portion of the water flow is
evaporated to atmosphere to reduce the
temperature of the bulk of the water.
Other cooling towers are closed loops
or closed circuits. In such systems, the
Credit: Dale_Stagg / iStock / Getty Images Plus
cooling water is circulated through a heat
exchanger upon which water is
sprayed and through which a draft is induced. The fluid circulating through the exchanger is cooled indirectly by the
evaporative effect.
In areas where water is scarce or expensive, dry cooling towers can be used. These designs do not rely on
evaporation and instead use airflow to convectively cool the fluid within the exchanger.
In hybrid cooling towers and adiabatic cooling, both evaporative and convective cooling can be used to achieve
heat transfer, depending on the ambient conditions.
Other methods of industrial evaporative cooling include fogging and misting systems.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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COOLING TOWERS & EVAPORATIVE COOLING

When staying online is your top priority, turn to
the team you can count on for life. At EVAPCO, we’ve
been working to meet the critical demands of industrial
applications for nearly 50 years.
In your industry, downtime means lost revenue.
That’s why we engineer products specifically designed
to satisfy the stringent requirements and unique
challenges of process cooling. Our full spectrum of
solutions combines reliable thermal performance with
customizable industrial-grade materials of construction.
Along with the latest code compliance and efficient
technology for conserving both water and energy.
No matter which EVAPCO product you choose,
you’ll experience our first-class service, combined with
commitment to quality. To maximize your uptime, allow
our experienced engineers and global network of
representatives to help you find the right solution for
your next project.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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COOLING TOWERS AND EVAPORATIVE COOLING
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To view all suppliers within cooling towers &
evaporative cooling, please click a section below.

Cooling Tower
Services

Cooling Towers

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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CRYOGENICS AND INDUSTRIAL GASES
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Cryogenic cooling is useful in applications
where extremely quick freezing is desired to
preserve product quality via improved texture,
flavor or moisture retention. The defining
characteristic of cryogenic refrigerants are that
they are extremely cold. Liquid nitrogen (LN2)
has a temperature of -320°F (-195°C), and solid
carbon dioxide (CO2, which is also known as dry
ice) has a temperature of -110°F (-79°C).
Unlike a mechanical freezing unit, which
freezes products indirectly by means of a heat
exchanger, with cryogenic freezing, the refrigerant
usually has direct contact with the product to be
frozen. Such is the case with individually quick
frozen (IQF) foods, where each piece of food is
frozen discretely so that the frozen items can be
Credit: GAnnison / iStock / Getty Images Plus
portioned and poured while frozen. Cryogenic
cooling also is used for crust freezing, which is a
method of freezing the outside of a food product to allow for the next stage of processing. Crust freezing can
preserve the product appearance during downstream processing and reduce waste. Cryogenic freezing also may be
used before coating and glazing stages as well for IQF foods.
Though cryogenic freezing most often is first associated with food processing, it also is used for cryogenic
size reduction and recycling, solvent recovery and reaction cooling. Cryogenic size reduction or deflashing is
accomplished by embrittling rubber or plastic parts to remove excess material. In some applications, condensation
of some organics using liquid nitrogen may make sense. Liquid nitrogen also can be used for cooling reaction
vessels in some fine chemicals and pharmaceutical applications.
Because of the extremely low temperatures of cryogenic gases, effective piping that prevents heat ingress and
leaks is important. Jacketed and insulated lines help prevent cryogen losses.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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CRYOGENICS AND INDUSTRIAL GASES

Reliable
Exhaust of
Cryogenic Gases
Quickdraft Offers Reliable Exhaust of Cryogenic
Gases
Quickdraft offers Venturi Exhausters for cooking and
freezing exhaust applications for the food and other
industries. With no moving parts in contact with the
exhausted cryogenic gas, fan failure due to freezing and
ice build-up on the exhaust fan impellers is eliminated.
Your use of expensive, conditioned air is minimized, and
you experience a more consistent, dependable exhaust
flow. The system vents nitrogen or carbon dioxide gases
as low as -250˚F (-156˚C).
Quickdraft systems are custom engineered to your
space and whatever size or type of cold storage you
need to exhaust. We have built systems for everything
from freezing tunnels to walk in cold rooms. Our system
technology results in a virtually maintenance-free
system and eliminates downtime.
See these and other 3D exhaust system animations
available on our website, www.quickdraft.com. For
more information, or to discuss your specific application
needs with our experienced sales team, please call
1.855.VENTURI.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Eliminates
Ice Build-up on
Exhaust Fan
Impellers
Reduces
Maintenance
and Eliminates
Downtime

With Quickdraft Venturi based exhaust
systems, no moving parts are in contact
with cryogenic gas, eliminating fan failure
due to freezing.
See 3D exhaust system animations
at www.quickdraft.com
or call for more information.

1.855.VENTURI www.quickdraft.com
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CRYOGENICS AND INDUSTRIAL GASES

Specifying Solenoid Valves
for Process Cooling
Applications?
Magnatrol high quality two-way Type A and Type L Bronze
valves are ideally suited for cooling tower/water tower
evaporator temperature control, circulating chiller, and
many other process cooling requirements.

Magnatrol Bronze & Stainless Steel Solenoid Valves
Since 1936, Magnatrol Valve
Corporation has been manufacturing
full port-internal pilot operated and
direct acting solenoid valves to control
the flow of water, de-ionized water,
ammonias, vegetable oil, fuel oil, gas,
steam, brine, solvents, dirty/viscous/
corrosive fluids, cryogenics, and oxygen.
Bronze valves are available from ¼” – 3” with
threaded ports, and stainless steel valves are available
from 3/8” to 3” with threaded or 150 and 300 lb.
flanged end connections. Valves are available normally
open or normally closed with standard shipments in
3-7 working days and rush orders shipped same or next
day. Special applications/alloys and custom engineering
are available. Every valve is manufactured and tested in
house, and cleaned and degreased to keep them free
of moisture. A wide range of industry standard options
is also available.
For more information, call 973-427-4341, Fax: 973427-7611, E-mail: info@magnatrol.com, visit www.
magnatrol.com, or write Magnatrol Valve Corporation,
67 Fifth Ave., Hawthorne, NJ 07507.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Type A – Full Port
• 1/2˝ – 3˝ pipe sizes
• Pressure ratings from
0-500 PSIG
• Temps ranging from
-40° to 212ºF
• Bronze valve with
Stainless Steel trim
• NPT threaded or
flanged ends
Type L – Full Port
• 1/2˝ – 3˝ pipe sizes
• Pressure ratings
from 0-500 PSIG
• Temps ranging from -350° to 400ºF
• Bronze valve with Stainless Steel trim
• NPT threaded or flanged ends
Valves Feature...
• Continuous duty coils for all
AC/DC voltages
• Wide range of options
such as manual override,
position indication,
NEMA 4X, explosion-proof
`…and more

Scan for more information,
call 973-427-4341, E-mail:
info@magnatrol.com or
visit magnatrol.com.

Magnatrol Valve Corporation
67 Fifth Avenue • Hawthorne, NJ 07507
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To view all suppliers within cryogenics and
industrial gases, please click a section below.

Industrial
Gases

Cryogenics

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS & COOLANTS
The original — and ubiquitous — heat transfer fluid
is water, of course. For those applications in which
water alone cannot be used because the temperatures
required are outside its useful range, heat transfer
fluids and coolants are called into service. Typically
employed in closed-loop heating and cooling, the
heat transfer fluid or coolant circulates from an area
of relatively high temperature to one of relatively low
temperature, or vice versa, to effect heat transfer. In
cooling applications, the low temperature fluid is used
to extract heat from the process or equipment to be
cooled. In heating applications, the high temperature
fluid is used to add heat to a process or to maintain a
temperature. Heat transfer occurs via conduction.
Heat transfer fluids are optimized for the
temperature range within which they are intended to
be used. Low temperature heat transfer fluids extend
the low-end operating range of the fluid well below the
temperature at which water freezes. At the other end
of the spectrum, some high temperature heat transfer
fluids can be used in applications up to 700°F (371°C).
There is no one heat transfer fluid that is ideal for all
applications. Understanding a fluid’s characteristics such
as viscosity, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity
and freezing point are key to specifying a heat transfer
fluid for a specific application. Equally important is first
understanding the characteristics and requirements of
the process.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Credit: Grafissimo / E+ / Getty Images
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HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS & COOLANTS

DYD series moisture removal system for heat transfer
fluids
Maintaining a low moisture content in low- and
high-temperature heat transfer applications is crucial
to maintaining system efficiency. Moisture can enter a
heat transfer fluid system through inadequate seals,
system leaks, malfunctioning driers, or improper fluid
handling. In low-temperature applications, moisture in
non-aqueous fluids can form ice crystals that may clog
valves and form coatings on heat exchanger surfaces,
affecting the operational efficiency of the refrigeration
system. In high-temperature applications, the
presence of moisture can cause steam, which increases
internal pressure and may cause damage to system
components. Additionally, moisture in hydrocarbon and
silicone-based heat transfer fluids can cause formation
of acids, resulting in metal corrosion and damage to
gasket materials. Dynalene’s DYD series of desiccation
systems provides an effective moisture removal solution
for hydrocarbons and silicone oils. These high-capacity
molecular-sieve-based systems are easy to handle and
economical.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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HEAT TRANSFER FLUIDS & COOLANTS
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To view all suppliers within heat transfer fluids
and coolants, please click a section below.

Heat Transfer
Fluids
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Coolants
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Credit: Baloncici / iStock / Getty Images Plus
Large-scale industrial refrigeration systems
are used in the process industries for food and
beverage production and processing, some
chemical and petrochemical applications,
and pharmaceutical processing, among
others. They serve an important role in many
processes where low temperatures must
be maintained to achieve or preserve the
product. Industrial-scale refrigeration systems
also are used outside the process industries
in applications such as district heating and ice
rinks.
A primary refrigerant used in many largescale refrigeration system applications for
the process industries is ammonia. A natural
refrigerant, ammonia offers many benefits for
industrial refrigeration, including good heat
transfer and energy efficiency. Also, it has an
ozone depletion potential of 0 and a global
warming potential of 0 — both advantages
over CFC or HCFC refrigerants. Exposure to high concentrations of ammonia can cause injuries to the respiratory
system; however, ammonia’s pungent odor allows people to smell ammonia at much lower concentrations.
Because of this hazard, other natural refrigerants such as carbon dioxide may be used in concert with ammonia, in a
secondary cooling loop, for instance, to minimize the risk of personnel exposure to ammonia.
The temperature-controlled environment in which products must be kept — specifically, those that must be kept
in refrigerated or below freezing conditions — is collectively known as the cold chain. The refrigerated production,
storage and distribution facilities and activities serve to maintain the quality and condition of products such as fresh
and frozen food and pharmaceutical products.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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BUY NOW
Ready to Ship
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REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS & THE COLD CHAIN
Many of the
Krack products
meet the latest
regulatory and
compliance
guidelines with
some hurricanerated condensing
units being
designed and
approved for
high velocity
hurricane zones.
The portfolio of solutions also includes:
- MK/MV Series Unit Coolers
- Industrial Condensing units and fluid coolers
- Microchannel Air-cooled Condensers
- State-of-the-art parallel rack and protocol
systems with options for other refrigeration systems to
configure with evaporators and condensers to match
any refrigeration need for a centralized or distributed
system
Visit www.krack.com for more information about the
entire product offering and key contacts. You can view
a list of ready now inventory or plug into the extensive
network of commercial sales reps throughout the
United States and Canada. Extended customer service
provides application engineering, parts, and technical
service for new and existing Krack products.

Krack By Hussmann is a world leader in the
development, manufacture and sale of commercial
coils, condensers, condensing units and process
cooling equipment. For nearly 90 years, Krack has
been committed to delivering products with design
leadership and innovation that provide customerfocused solutions for all your commercial and heavy
industrial refrigeration needs.
Customers served by Krack include the retail
food industry, commercial refrigeration contractors,
refrigeration contractors using halocarbon, HVAC
contractors, refrigeration OEMs, process cooling
businesses, food and beverage manufacturers, air
solutions manufacturers, distribution warehouses, walkin cooler and fixture manufacturers.
As an industry leader in reliability, energy efficiency
and overall equipment performance the Krack line
of products are designed to meet the needs of the
industry. Engineers and field technicians understand
and partner with customers to develop innovative, longlasting solutions backed with a support team designed
to handle small and large projects from businesses and
contractors.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS & THE COLD CHAIN

CAMCO Lubricants has been the leading
manufacturer and supplier of industrial refrigeration
and food grade lubricants for over 35 years. We have
been trusted by contractors, distributors, and end
users for decades. CAMCO 717 series of ammonia
refrigeration oils has been nationally know for years.
The sales staff at CAMCO has a combined 45 years
of industrial refrigeration field experience. Our
engineering staff is known worldwide for their expertise
in chemical engineering and considered some of the
best in the industry. Our engineers are well known to
equipment manufacturers to provide the best product
for the application. CAMCO means quality, reliability,
performance and efficiency. Discover the CAMCO
difference today.

Highest Quality Base Oil
Highest Quality Additives
Highest Quality Control
Highest Quality Customer Service

CAMCO Lubricants
1544 134th Ave NE
Ham Lake, MN 55304
763-205-0828
www.camcolubricants.com
camcosales@camcolubricants.com
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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There is no substitute for the best.
763-205-0828
 camcolubricants.com
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REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS & THE COLD CHAIN
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To view all suppliers within refrigeration systems
& the cold chain, please click a section below.

Refrigeration
Systems
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Compressors
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WATER TREATMENT

process-cooling.com/buyersguide

Neglecting cooling water treatment, including
filtration, can lead to problems resulting from
corrosion, scale, deposition and biological
fouling in process cooling equipment such as
cooling towers, chillers and exchangers.
In evaporative systems such as cooling towers,
a portion of the water flow is evaporated to
atmosphere to reduce the temperature of the
bulk of the water, which is used in circulating
water systems. Water evaporation in the cooling
tower concentrates the dissolved salts found in
the cooling water, which increases the potential
for scale, corrosion and biological fouling. In
cooling towers, blowdown and makeup water are
used to reduce the buildup of salts and insoluble
airborne debris, which also can contribute to
corrosion, scale, deposition and biological
fouling.
The cooling water environment also provides
a medium for the growth of microorganisms,
Credit: imantsu / iStock / Getty Images Plus
leading to biofilms that plug the water-contacted
cooling equipment and can help accelerate corrosion and reduce heat transfer. Waterborne bacteria such as
Legionella can thrive in cooling towers if inadequate water treatment occurs.
In addition to chemical water treatment, nonchemical water treatment is important. Some nonchemical water
treatments can help reduce scale. Water treatment monitoring systems can help gauge the level of corrosion, scale,
deposition and biological fouling. Beyond that, filtration can be used to remove fine suspended and dissolved
solids within the cooling water flow. As water treatment expert Paul Puckorius once said, a filter is a nonchemical
water treatment that every cooling water system should utilize.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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WATER TREATMENT

PREMIXED
PREMEASURED
PRECISE

Now in our sixth decade of service to analysts the
world over, CHEMetrics is proud to offer reliable,
accurate and affordable colorimetric water test kits that
meet the highest quality control standards. Traditional
testing protocols often require sample and reagent
preparation, multiple steps, and extra time for clean-up.
With CHEMetrics systems, the analyst simply immerses
the ampoule in the sample and snaps the tip to obtain
fast, reliable results. Because test preparation is virtually
eliminated, potential operator error is reduced, saving
retesting time and money. Another plus: Each ampoule
contains a unit dose of pre-formulated reagent
sealed in glass so that direct contact with chemicals is
minimized. Our team is always available to help you
evaluate your special applications or requirements.
CHEMetrics: for Simplicity in Water Analysis.

Kits available for...

u N E X T PA G E

Alkalinity

n

Chlorine

n

CHEMetrics
www.chemetrics.com
800.356.3072 (U.S. only) • 540.788.9026
Customer service representatives are available M-F,
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. E8:00 AM to 4:30 PM EST.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t

n

Dissolved
Oxygen
(ppm & ppb)

n

Filming Amines

n

Hardness

www.chemetrics.com | 800.356.3072
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WATER TREATMENT

Our process heating and cooling solutions increase
efficiency and productivity, reduce operating costs,
protect equipment, and improve facility safety and
hygiene. We analyze your water footprint, uncover
hidden water and energy savings, and implement
alternatives to hazardous chemistries.
It starts with a complete evaluation of your facility’s
mechanical system operations, from sampling to data
analysis. Our strategic partnerships with leaders in
industrial hygiene, safety and environmental services
offer additional expertise. Our unbiased approach
brings proven solutions from around the world
to your plant, from mechanical chiller cleaners to
biodegradable polymers to self-cleaning electrolysis
units.
We customize solutions based on the strategic goals
of each client – designing systems to maximize heat
transfer efficiency, minimize unscheduled downtime,
and shrink operating costs. We are more than a water
treatment vendor; we are a solutions partner committed
to your success.
Contact Earthwise and start optimizing your boiler
and cooling processes today.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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WATER TREATMENT

process-cooling.com/buyersguide

To view all suppliers within water treatment,
please click here.
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FLUID MOVEMENT AND CONTROL
The flow of fluids — liquids or gases —
is at the heart of myriad process cooling
applications. To put it simply, effective heat
transfer occurs when the cool stream absorbs
heat from the material or surface to be cooled.
To effect ongoing cooling, as the cool stream
absorbs heat energy and its temperature rises,
new cooled media takes its place adjacent to
the material to be cooled.
Integral to heat transfer are both the
convective effects that occur in fluids — heat
rises within a fluid while colder materials
sink — and, in many applications, the motive
force to convey the fluids to the area of heat
transfer.
Within process cooling applications,
adequate flow, accurate flow measurements
and effective flow control are essential. In
water cooling applications, for instance,
effective flow control and monitoring help
ensure that the process or equipment
being cooled does not overheat should
cooling water flow be interrupted. Failure to
monitor cooling flows can lead to shortened
equipment life, unplanned downtime or even
catastrophic failures should reduced flow
affect process cooling.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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FLUID MOVEMENT AND CONTROL

process-cooling.com/buyersguide

To view all suppliers within fluid movement
and control, please click a section below.

Pumps

Flow Meters

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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HEAT EXCHANGERS
Heat exchangers are process equipment
used to transfer heat — to effect heating or
cooling — between two fluids. The primary
configurations are:
Shell and tube, which consists of a series of
tubes, in a single- or multi-pass layout, within a
vessel. The fluid to be heated or cooled passes
through the tubes while another fluid flows
around the tubes, within the vessel.
Plate, which consists of a pack of many thin
plates assembled in a frame or permanently
bonded. The fluids to be heated or cooled
pass on either side of the plates, which are
arranged to create a large surface area and
small fluid paths for heat transfer.

process-cooling.com/buyersguide
Credit: Berkut_34 / iStock / Getty Images Plus

Credit: sspopov / iStock / Getty Images Plus

Credit: GinnTinn / iStock / Getty Images Plus
Within each of the primary types are several
types. For instance, within shell-and-tube
exchangers, there are designs with fixed and floating tubesheets, divided or two-pass flow shells, and straight or
U-tube bundles. Additionally, there are hybrid designs such as shell-and-plate or spiral plate exchangers. In plate
heat exchanger designs, both openable and permanently bonded designs exist. Gasketed plate heat exchangers
can be opened for cleaning and regasketing, for instance, while brazed or welded heat exchangers — often used in
closed-loop refrigeration applications — cannot. Other heat exchanger designs include finned plate or finned tube
designs.
In addition to the myriad design options, heat exchangers are used with widely varying fluids. Liquid-to-liquid,
liquid-to-air and air-to-air fluid streams may be found in process applications. Liquids such as chilled or heated
water, a water-glycol (heat transfer fluid) solution, steam or refrigerants are used to effect process heating and
cooling.

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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HEAT EXCHANGERS
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To view all suppliers within heat exchangers,
please click a section below.

Heat Exchangers

Coils

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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VALVES, CONTROLS & RELATED INSTRUMENTATION COMPONENTS
process-cooling.com/buyersguide

The sensors, instruments and other
components connected via a computerbased wireless or wired network comprise
the Industrial Internet of Things. Taking
advantage of the internet allows data
storage and access remotely as well as
the ability to collect much more data in
an actionable format. Data analysis helps
process engineers identify key performance
indicators, spot trends over time, and better
track mean time before failure or required
maintenance, among other tasks. Cloud
computing, or the sharing of local data with
servers stored physically elsewhere on the
internet, provides a means of backup and
can make process data available to remote
personnel, allowing the performance among
different plants within a company with many
locations to be compared. The proliferation
Credit: gorodenkoff / iStock / Getty Images Plus
of wireless technologies makes possible
predictive maintenance programs that increase reliability, shorten maintenance cost (and time frames) and offer the
potential to increase plant safety and product quality.
Despite the many possible benefits of the Industrial Internet of Things, caution is warranted. As with the analog
devices these digitally connected controls are replacing, the measurements made are only accurate, repeatable and
useful when they are appropriately located within the process. A poorly positioned sensor or corroded or broken
connection points can provide inaccurate data. Failing to consider cybersecurity and take steps to secure data can
leave a plant vulnerable to cyberattacks. Working with an experienced controls provider can help mitigate these
concerns and harness the best that Big Data has to offer.
P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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VALVES, CONTROLS & RELATED INSTRUMENTATION
COMPONENTS

process-cooling.com/buyersguide

To view all suppliers within valves, controls & related
instrumentation components, please click a section below.

Valves

P R E V I O U S PA G E t
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Controls/
Controllers
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